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ABSTRACT
The term “Progressive collapse” defined as ultimate failure or proportionality large failure of a portion of structure
due to spread of local failure from element to element throughout the structure. I studied previous paper on
progressive collapse, they have analyze multistory building and get result of prevention of progressive collapse
since the progressive collapse of Ronan point apartment building in 1968 and world trade centre (WTC), and to give
idea about constructing building safer from progressive collapse. To use of general service administration guidelines
(GSA, 2003) three dimensional (3D) model of building were developed to analyze and compare progressive
collapse response by commercially available program ETABS. In number of previous paper multistory building
analyze for progressive collapse of linear static and linear dynamic procedure by STAAD pro and ETABS software,
they result conclude that comparison of DCR ration in different cases and different column removed cases and also
displacement, time period, storey shear are concluded. The objectives of project work is to study various types of
progressive collapse and its mechanisms and analyze (G+15) RC earthquake resisting building for seismic zone III
as per IS 1983:2002 by using ETABS 2016 software for linear dynamic analysis procedure. Complete the
mathematical modeling of multistory building and different types of loading combination and to find out time period,
axial forces variation, bending moment variation, DCR for column and beam in different cases, and knowing the
response of the structure for progressive collapse by using ETABs software.
Keywords: Progressive Collapse, GSA, DCR, Linear dynamic analysis, ETABS Software, Failure.

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Progressive collapse is a consistent destruction of the
bearing structures of the building due to the initial local
damage to the individual carriers of structural
components and leading to the collapse of the entire
building or substantial part.
As the small structural element fails, it initiates a chain
reaction that causes other structural elements to fail in a
major effect, creating a larger and more destructive
collapse of the structure. A good example of progressive
collapse is a house of cards; if one card falls near the top,
it causes multiple cards to fall below it due to the impact
of the first card.

Causes of progressive collapse
1) Design or construction Error.
2) Overload due to occupant misuse.
3) Earthquake.
4) Gas explosions.
5) Fire.
6) Bomb explosions.
7) Storage of hazardous materials.
8) Vehicular collision.
9) Aircraft impact.
10) Differential settlement.
Many practicing engineers and academic researcher
have engaged in the prevention of progressive collapse
since the progressive collapse of Ronan point apartment
building in 1968. The recent progressive collapse of
Alfred P.Murrah Federal Building and world Trade
center (WTC), researchers are more focused than ever
on constructing building safer from progressive
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collapse.Progressive collapse can be triggered by many
different actions. Examples of such actions can be:
explosions caused by gas or explosives; impacts of
vehicles, ships or planes; earthquakes human errors in
the design or construction phase etc. Prediction of such
abnormal actions is very difficult and depends on many
factors. Designing for example a large frame reinforced
concrete building against progressive collapse due to
blast loading is a big challenge. Analysing such a
building and checking if a progressive collapse could
happen or not depends on many assumptions. For
example the major unknowns are: how big the explosive
charge is (what is the peak pressure), how far from the
building the explosive is detonated, and whether the
blast affects the corner load-bearing elements of the
building or the ones situated in the middle of the
building's sides etc.

dimensional model is selected. A three-dimensional
model has independent displacements at each node and
can simulate any type of behavior. Fig shows threedimensional model of a frame considered for analysis.

1.2 Objectives of Work
The objective of this study report is
 To understand the whole meaning and typologies of
progressive collapse.
 To understand the mechanism of progressive
collapse.
 To study various design approaches as provided by
British standards, GSA2003, U.S DOD 20005 & US
DOD 2009 standards.
 To study the process of progressive collapse analysis
of multi-storey (G+15) RCC building by using
ETABS 2016 software in different column remove
cases.
 To understand progressive collapse analysis of
building by Linear dynamic analysis.
 To check whether a RC building analysis and
detailed by Indian codes for seismic loads provides
any resistance to Progressive collapse or not.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The correct analysis will depend upon the proper
modeling the behavior of materials, elements and
connectivity. Therefore, it is important to select an
appropriate and simple model to match the purpose of
analysis.
In
progressive
collapse
assessment
mathematical modeling of the structure is based on
earthquake loading because it simulates actual behavior
of the structure. For the proposed work, three-

Figure 1. Three-Dimensional Model of Structure
2.1. Demand Capacity Ratio (DCR)
Demand capacity Ratio is defined as the ratio of the
force (bending moment, axial force, shear force) in the
structural member after the instantaneous removal of a
column to the member capacity.
DCR limit values depending on the cross sectional
dimensions and on the construction materials. In DCR,
demand indicates the Bending moment of the member
obtained from the static analysis of frame and the
capacity indicates the ultimate moment resistance
capacity of the member i.e. Plastic Moment. DCRs are
not used to determine the acceptability of component
behavior, but it is used only to determine the structure’s
regularity of the building. DCRs for building
components are calculated by following Eq.
DCR= Mmax / Mp
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The acceptance criteria for DCR are given below
For typical structure (symmetrical structure) = DCR≤
2.0
For typical structure (unsymmetrical structure) = DCR≤
1.5

DCR RATIO FOR COLUMN

Mmax: Bending Moment of the member obtained from
the analysis
Mp: Expected ultimate moment capacity of the member.
(Mp=0.138Fckbd2)
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III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULT
The various models discussed for progressive collapse
by performing linear dynamic analysis. the analysis
carried out by using software ETABS. ETABS is special
purpose computer program. This program proved special
feature for all drafting and model generation creation,
analysis, designed can access fast and convenient.
various results obtained from analysis are presented.
3.1. Variation of DCR Ratio of Column for Different
Cases

Fig. 2 :Graph showing DCR ratio for column in different
cases
3.2 Variation of DCR Ratio Of beam For Different
Cases
In different cases remove different columns and get
result of DCR ratio value on beam in different stories.
Show the graph are given bellow.
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DCR RATIO FOR BEAM

This analysis procedure is simple and easy to perform.
However, it is limited to relatively simple structures.
Response is evaluated by Demand to Capacity ratios
(DCR), which should not exceed a value of 2 which is
prescribed code.
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result of DCR ratio value on columns in different stories.
Show the graph are given bellow.
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Fig. 3 :Graph showing DCR ratio for beam in different
cases
3.3 Displacement In Different Stories
Linear dynamic analysis is carried here by using ETABS
software. A 3-D modeling of building is done first and
load are applied as per guidelines. Linear hinges are
provided at the end of beams and columns. After that
structure is pushed down and vertical displacement
occurs at different stories with different cases. Figure
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shows graphical representation of displacement and
number of stories at different column remove cases are
given below.
Time Period in sec
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Fig. 5 : Graph showing time period in different cases

Miiddle column Case III

IV. CONCLUSIN
Fig. 3 :Graph showing displacement in different stories

3.4 Storey Shear Of Building In Different Stories
In different cases remove different columns and get
result of storey shear value in different stories. Show
the graph are given bellow.

Storey Shear in kN
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Fig. 4 :Graph showing storey shear in different cases
3.5 Time Period In Different Cases
In different cases remove different columns and get
result of time period variations in different stories.
Show the graph are given bellow.

In the present work, linear dynamic analysis of RC
earthquake resistant building is carried out by using
commercial software ETABS 2016. Vulnerability of
building against progressive collapse is studied and the
conclusion are drawn from the analysis are discussed
below.
1. Linear dynamic analysis procedures for progressive
collapse determinations, if modeled using initial
conditions methodology, are simple to perform by
practicing engineer through computer program.
2. In case II LDA of RC frame with removal of column
C26 (intermediate column) has highest DCR (0.474)
value.
3. DCR ratio value of beam are more as compare to
DCR ratio value of column.
4. For LDA all column is safe with DCR value less
than < 2 i.e. GSA criteria.
5. To avoid the progressive failure of the beam and
column, caused by failure of particular column,
adequate reinforcement is required to limit the DCR
within the acceptance criteria.
6. Among three cases of column removal, most
damaging collapse occurs when interior column is
lost, next is corner column failure, finally middle
column failure.
7. Increasing beam size will be more effective in
avoiding or delaying collapse rather than increasing
column sizes.
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8. The size, shape, and importance of the building are
major factors used to determine the most suitable
analysis approach for each building.
9. To prevent progressive collapse, the structural
system of the building should be able to tolerate the
removal of one or more structural member and
redistribute their load on the surrounding member,
so that disproportionate collapse would not take
place.
10. The displacement of storey increases with number of
storey increases.
11. The time period of storey decreases with number of
storey increases.
12. Storey shear decreases with number of storey
increases.



Measures to reduced progressive collapse like
providing bracing system at lower storey.
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